Rental Fence for your Jobsite
Whether it’s a construction jobsite, a propane bottle enclosure or a temporary compound for Christmas trees
or a garden centre, Battlefield Equipment can provide the rental fence you need which provides privacy,
security and an image to meet the needs for your site. We understand your jobsite cycle and all of its
challenging tasks, as well as its tight deadlines. Our staff has the experience and commitment to meet and
exceed all your expectations. Our fence is available in heights of 4’, 6’ and 8’, and with more than 1.5 million
feet of inventory, no jobsite is too big or too small.
Delivery, installation and removal is included in the price with no hidden fees, and delivery is guaranteed
within 24 hours.
BattlefieldEquipment.ca | 1-800-RENT-CAT
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Rental Fence for Construction Sites
Our rental fence is not a chain link fence, but a much more stable and secure welded metal
panel using an interlocking system. The panels have a powder coated finish coloured forest
green, which is more visually appealing than the standard metal fence. The fence panels are
extremely sturdy and stable, which can be installed as a free standing system, anchored in
loose terrain, or secured onto concrete or asphalt. Gates for vehicles or personnel can easily
be installed in any location in the fence line.

Rental Fence Installation
Our rental fence system is not only the most superior product on the market, but we also put
forth a fully certified and qualified operators team that executes delivery, installation and
removal of the fence on your site. Our staff go through an extensive training program that fully
educates them all about the safety procedures on the road and on your site, ensuring an injury
free environment. Proper safety techniques are used during installation, and our staff are fully
equipped to handle any concerns or questions regarding the fence or safety accessories.

Propane Storage Enclosures
Propane storage enclosures are available in many sizes and configurations starting at 10’ x 10’.
Separation for full and empty cylinders, gates and signage will help keep your site clean and
compliant. Our set price includes set-up, take down and delivery.

Garden Centre Compounds & Christmas Tree Lots
Our rental fence system offers a safe and secure storage compound for seasonal products, such
as Garden Centre Compounds or Christmas Trees. Our gates and fencing will keep your site
accessible, clean and organized throughout the season. We can also set-up our fence panels
to help provide separation of seasonal products and supplies, providing a customer friendly
environment. Our rental fence can be customized to any size you desire, and can be installed on
any terrain.

Limit Visual Access with Privacy Screening
Some occasions call for a measure of security or intimacy from the general public outside the
perimeter of the grounds. Common examples might include concerts, beer gardens, or VIP
compounds. We can install a privacy screen during the initial installation that will provide
approximately 90% visual blockage.
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